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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Nothing they say matters. If they give all their ill gotten assets, every penny they own, to charities and

spend the rest of their lives at hard labour with zero power over anyone, including their own children,

maybe they can earn a tiny amount of consideration for trying to make amends. But there is no moving on

without justice. There are empty gallows to be filled and prison cells for the worst of them. The hospital

administrators knew that they were killing people and took the money. The doctors knew. All the

politicians knew. No. We shall never forget.
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Dec 7 · edited Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I heard an indie journalist predict mob violence against doctors in the near future. She wasn't

advocating for it but warning doctors of the consequences for their short-sighted greed and

cowardice.
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Jim Davidson Writes SpacePrivé News Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"Those who make peaceful change impossible make violent changes inevitable." ~JFK

I have worked with medical doctors. An arrogant lot who thrive by preventing competition and

lying to patients. I'm all out of sympathy for the cruel and ugly wretched jerks.
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Dec 7 · edited Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The thought of going to one makes my stomach sick. Doctors now terrify me. Long story,

but I'm forced to live with relatives due to iatrogenic injury. They keep dragging me to

medical appointments and chalk up my unwillingness to go as paranoia. The "experts"

won't acknowledge the cause of my sickness but they usually don't. They only shill drugs

to treat all the symptoms caused by other drugs or modern stress. Like medical martial law

or being forced to see dangerous, drug dealing quacks.
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This is why Americans have gun stores. It's not easy being unequal in weight or

strength but there are tools that compensate. I don't envy you your living situation.

Let us pray: Eternal Father please lift the veil from the eyes of the cruel and let them

see the harm they're doing. Please soften their hearts so they restore decency to their

behaviour. Amen.
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It would save their lives too. I see what the shots are doing. The next boosters will

probably kill. Flu/RSS/Covid. The TV says it's good to get all three so they will.
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Trygve E. Wighdal Writes Struggles from the Dark Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Mob violence against journalists could also come. These sycophant ghouls are to blame for

decades-long fear mongering, enabling psychopath doctors to undergo Mengelian

metamorphosis.
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Dec 8 · edited Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Doctors, nurses, police, educators, journos...all have made plenty of enemies. And continue

to make them. I believe the high-ranking ones knew what was afoot and hoped to get their

piece of the pie. They forgot that Mr. Global doesn't like to share. If some Canadian

managed to assassinate Trudeau--for instance--Klaus Schwab would gladly exploit it for

some media narrative. But he wouldn't shed a tear. Just shrug and think, That dummkopf

should have been more careful. Plenty more where he came from.
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EricStoner Writes EricStoner’s Newsletter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They've been laying the groundwork for that themselves, being the fools they are. In this

case, it's the Orange Man's Fault, it's forever the Orange Man's Fault, no matter how

ridiculous that argument has become.

Harvard Scientist Says Trump Hatred Influenced Experts Who Denied Wuhan Lab Leak

Theory

https://humanevents.com/2021/06/17/harvard-scientist-says-trump-hatred-influenced-

experts-who-denied-wuhan-lab-leak-theory/

Joe Biden: "Yes, Absolutely I Do" Blame President Trump For COVID Deaths; "Kick Him

Out Of Office"

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2020/09/10/joe_biden_yes_absolutely_i_do_blam

e_president_trump_for_covid_deaths.html

New Orleans @mayorcantrell Blames Trump for Not Shutting Down Mardi Gras over

Coronavirus https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243648798599020545.html.

See, it's NEVER their fault; it can't be! After all, they're born and bred, educated, i.e.,

brainwashed at the elite institutions to lead us sheep.
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Owain Glyndŵr Writes Owain’s Substack Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Adding insult and injustice to injury, unfortunately, all those corrupt with this fraud against humanity -

and the list is long - realistically, will never be brought to justice.

Never forget that either.
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Oh, my goodness. It's Owen Glendower straight outta Shakespeare. Cans't thou call spirits from

the vasty deep? Why so can I or so can any man. But will they come for you when you do call for

them? jk lol

It's an important point that the very corrupt have much power. But it's even more important that

God is on our side.

Now the Owain from history may have been averse to our friend Jesus. But we can do all things

through Jesus Christ who strengthens us. Even the impossible becomes possible with God.

Praise God. Amen.
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Very well said.

The manufactured covid crisis separated the wheat from the shaft, as do all crises, and exposed who

everyone really is, from politicians to doctors, media personalities and celebrities, friends, family members

and neighbors. The authoritarian control freaks in particular came out in full force, believing their day of

glory had come to subjugate and rule with an iron fist over the populace, whom they treated like convicts,

while exempting themselves from their own edicts, mandates and rules.

You hopefully remember that, as one of countless other imbeciles, Schwarzenegger said "fuck your

freedom" while the so-called "anarchist" Noam Chomsky declared that a person who refuses to be

vaccinated should not be allowed to leave his house or apartment, even if having nothing to eat and

starving.

My answer to all of these people is "fuck your demands for forgiveness". We now know who you are and

we will never forget, this global and deadly abuse is not something that we will allow you to erase!
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We should make up and have -- and keep POSTING -- posters and pages of the 'guilty'

and their words. As long as most people have the memory-capacity of a goldfish, TOO MANY people

get to escape their previous evils! Stickers to put in bathroom stalls or store bulletin boards. Flyers

(NOT stickers) to put on cars in parking lots.

A fellow I know was applauding a friend who had made an HOUR-long video of just clips of black

ferals attacking and beating / killing White and Asians. (SO many horrific vids instantly available --

are you aware? Why not?). I pointed out to him: an hour?!?! NO ONE (esp. no one not already aware

and safety conscious) will spend an HOUR watching that! Like posters and stickers, to REACH

people, it needs to be SHORT, and pithy, and easy to read and understand!

{cue music} "Start spreading the news....
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I agree. No amnesty. Aristotle said: One can never have too much justice. Amnesty is not justice. It is, in

this case, the total opposite.
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I am grateful for the internet, all those tweets and posts are saved and they cannot be denied or

forgotten.
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Save them where and when you can; we’ve seen data, videos, etc get deleted, never to be seen

again
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Truth, but I recommend saving them. The powers that be are doing their best to erase all

evidence. As things ramp up against them - as in us pushing back - I suspect those things will

disappear quickly.
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EricStoner Writes EricStoner’s Newsletter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Not that they're not trying to fix that, but you're right; there are lots of reminders out there.
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I guaran-god-damn-tee you these sociopathic busybodies and academic false gods who shoved their

way into my family's life and tried to muzzle us with masks and inject us with something that belongs in a

BioShock game will NOT be getting one shred of "amnesty" from me.
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I'm with you 100%. They KNEW what they were doing. I call that attempted murder, and in some

cases, murder.
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SaHiB Dec 8

Right out of Luke 23:34 (correctly translated)!
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Great content here. I want to be fair and forgiving. At the same time, I want to be certain that the people

who pushed this gross abuse of authority are never in a position to do so again. Thanks for the intellectual

ammo to help make the case for why we can't just "move on."
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Don't leave out the use of force and brainwashing with what was usurped authority.
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And that's not going away: their lust for total control is insatiable.

Governor Hochul Files Appeal in Quarantine Camp

Lawsuithttps://brownstone.org/articles/governor-hochul-files-appeal-in-quarantine-camp-

lawsuit/
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Trauma-based mind control is evil and works.
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"I want to be fair and forgiving." Sorry, but I have to respectfully disagree. I am all for being fair to and

forgiving those who TRULY deserve it. But these demons don't deserve an iota of your noble

attitude.

History is replete with examples of "fair and forgiving" and the result? They keep on inflicting their

horrors on innocents. They know about this noble side of humanity and count on it to get away with

their crimes against humanity. I am not as noble as you.
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I gave your Covid kapos to my quadrupple vaxxed 'cancer of unknown origin' Mother. She doesn't know

why I can't move on.

How do you know you won’t fall for the next one?

How do you know you won’t line up for more?

How do you know you won’t crumble again?

She normalised it for my 24 year old twins, who then found it easier to ignore their mother and take two

doses. She has a science degree, I'm so angry with her. Stupid stupid woman.
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Good documentation.

For me it's simple. If someone fell for the con, and they stayed home, masked up, got jabbed, and said

nasty things to and about those who refused to play along, well, that's unfortunate, but we all make

mistakes in this life, and in my book, free speech means you're free to say stupid rude shale. If someone

went beyond that, however, and violated the human rights of other citizens-- say, by imposing a jab

mandate, having people thrown out of public spaces or even arrested for not masking, excluding them

from school, taking away their livelihood, and so on, that is another matter entirely-- it's a crime. It's also a

crime to present a medical treatment as safe and effective when you have the information that it is not--

or do not have the information that it actually is. So with the jabs we also have fraud and malice

aforethought. May the perpetrators of these crimes be held accountable before the law.
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Yes!

And as a reminder, hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin (both proven excellent against Covid and

myriad illnesses) had to be demonized before mRNA gene-therapy (wrongly called vaccines)

companies could get the EUA. Because if there were meds available for an illness, Big Pharma

couldn't get the EUA for an untested, unvetted 'solution'.

Plus, the refusal to reveal data for 75 years! Plus, the plandemic simulation done before Covid was

labeled a worldwide threat! And so more .... All of these evidence of pre-planning, intent to deceive,

malicious intent, and all the other stuff that only lawyers can spell out.
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Indeed!!

There are many doctors who protested spoke out against the demonization of Ivermectin

especially-- but here's my personal fave:

SC Senate Testimony - Dr. Karen DeVore

Dr. Karen DeVore testifies before South Carolina Senate Medical Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on

DHEC [Department of Health and Environmental Control]

SC 4 FREEDOM, posted September 15, 2023

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6FcTGz1REU

For complete video of the session visit https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php

Download:

https://video.scstatehouse.gov/mp4/20230912SMedicalAffairsSenateCommittee13489_1.mp4

Tuesday, September 12, 2023 10:00 am

Senate Medical Affairs Committee

Pandemic Preparedness Listening Session

TRANSCRIPT

0:13

DR. KAREN DEVORE: I just I want to say good afternoon, I want to thank all of you all for the

privilege of speaking up for medical freedom, for both physicians and patients in this state. Y'all

have heard a lot of information today and y'all have been very attentive and you've asked great

questions and I don't know that I have a whole lot more to say than what has been reiterated

already, but I'm going to try to make this personal.Expand full comment
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...continued...

DR. KAREN DEVORE: Could it be that the safe and effective and readily available drugs

would have meant there would have been no emergency [makes air quotes with fingers]

vaccine development? No coercion, no propaganda, no fear, no control, no cash cow for

Big Pharma?

I know you've heard today, the PREP Act** and various other legal reasons that vaccine

manufacturers are immune from any liability. Why would they spend time and money

improving their product? And that would hurt their bottom line! What other industry is

exempt from liability if their product fails, proves dangerous, or is other than advertised?

You've already heard the swine flu vaccine in 1976 was pulled after only 32 deaths. I don't

mean only, those were deaths. But now we're over a thousand times that many deaths.

How many is it going to take? How many hospitalizations, how many disabilities before we

recall these vaccines?

So I began writing ivermectin for covid-19 patients almost immediately. To my knowledge

not a single patient that I treated with ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine was hospitalized or

died from covid. Not only were there zero side effects, patients amazed me. They called me

back, they told me how overnight they felt normal again, within eight hours their fever was

broken, their rigors were gone. It was unbelievable. If I had not been witnessing such

impressive clinical results I don't think I would have continued to fight for my patients with

the insurance companies and the pharmacies.

Why would you deny this for anyone?

Well, you know, patients couldn't get the meds I was writing. I was practicing medicine

within the bounds of my medical license, and both I and my patients were being harassed.

Pharmacists refused to fill prescriptions. And unknown to me until covid, South Carolina

has a law, Section 404386, that

allows pharmacists to have the authority to refuse to fill any prescription for any reason at

any time. I just want to repeat that. Pharmacists in South Carolina can refuse to fill any

doctor's prescription for any reason at any time.

Are pharmacists liable for withholding treatment? Pharmacists haven't been to medical

school. They do not have the right to see and examine and treat patients with prescription

drugs. I don't know how that's illegal.

So supplies of ivermectin become become limited. Prices are elevated. Patients used to get

ivermectin for 20 dollars before covid. At the height of the pandemic it was three or 400

dollars. And you know what that did? It drove patients to Tractor Supply.*** You know what

it did work, worked just as well.

And then doctors and pharmacists started to be audited, including myself from Blue Cross

Blue Shield. Doctors were threatened with loss of their licenses and jobs. Our own South

County DHEC [Department of Health and Environmental Control] sent letters to to

physicians encouraging them to push the vaccine that was safe and effective and really

discounting ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine.

And now we can get to the issue of privacy and HIPAA laws.**** How can employers ask

your vaccine status? I can't ask about a person's medical conditions when I'm hiring or

firing them. Pharmacists started interrogating patients. If they thought the prescribed

ivermectin was for covid, I had seen and examined the patients, I had discussed the risk

and benefits of the drugs for the patients, I had told them it was off-label. Pharmacists

acted like that never happened. And isn't it a privacy issue for them to be questioning

patients, like, are you on valacyclovir for a cold sore, or is it your genital herpes? Is it

doxycycline for acne, or a sexually transmitted disease? And a pharmacist has the right to

decline one of those and not the other? And to pay, and insurance companies can pay for

one of those and not the other?

You know, if that wasn't enough, doctors were harassed and vilified for writing FDA-

approved drugs that I knew how to administer, I knew how to dose, I knew how to handle

side effects, but I wasn't promoting the emergency use vaccines that had no long-term

clinical data, and that would be given to pregnant women and children down to the age of

six months of age.

I can assure you no patient was forced to take an off-label drug that they considered

dangerous or horse medicine. I cannot tell you people were not coerced and forced to take

an emergency use vaccine. And I don't understand why, if you chose to take the vaccine

and you put your own life jacket on, I don't understand why you cared so much that

someone else chose to make a different decision. Your, your life jacket and your vaccine

that works and is safe and effective should protect you regardless of if your neighbor puts

their life jacket on or not.

Well, some patients trusted the government agencies. Let me tell you how that's turned out

so far.

In the last two and a half years since the vaccine has been widely promoted, and many

patients have taken it out of fear and isolation, the patients who took the vaccine? Still get

covid. And now I see patients and I could not believe the attorney who spoke said he had

heard the same thing, because in 30 years of practicing dermatology I've never heard

people describe their symptoms this way.

[Holds up hands to makes quotes] I am itching from my bones out. I am on fire from the

inside.

I see the most unusual rashes, and they don't respond well to treatment, and they last for

months or years. I see previously well-controlled autoimmune diseases like psoriasis and

eczema and lupus now totally out of control. I see her aggressive, severe shingles. It is

more painful, it is lasting longer, and this is even in those who've had the shingles vaccine.

I see rapidly growing skin cancers, including basal cells that are just supposed to be

traditionally very slow growing. I see squamous cells, cutaneous squamous cells that are

metastasizing much more often than they ever did before. And melanomas have become

so unusual and much harder to diagnose. They are much more advanced at presentation.

And I have to biopsy more and more things. And it's all in vaccinated patients.

And then beyond my field, patients that I've seen regularly for 6 to 12 months, every 6 to 12

months for 30 years, they're aging more rapidly. They've got unhealthy weight loss, they

keep their balance is bad, they're falling, they're black and blue, they can't get on an exam

table. And you see their medical updates as they were in and they've had atrial fibrillation

pacemakers, heart attacks, strokes, blood clots and DVTs [deep vein thromboses],

pulmonary embolism, parkinsonism, ALS, tremors, nerve palsies, miscarriages, infertility.

Did I mention aggressive new onset cancers? Recurrent stage IV cancers after 20 years of

remission? I know four people in one small zip code in Spartanburg that have rare

leukemias, 3 of 4 of them are dead now.

In over 30 years of medical practice I've probably only known one or two people who had

Lou Gehrig's or ALS disease and they were distant and not really, you know, third or fourth

contacts. I now know three people in my immediate range of contact.

I know a small middle school in the lower part of the state where three 14 year olds are

struggling for their life with cancer. I went until I was in med school before I had a classmate

that died to cancer. I've got four kids who went to medical school, who went through

school and college and graduate school, and not a single one of them knew of a classmate

that died of cancer.

A week ago I saw a 60 year old man who was previously healthy, working full-time, got the

two vaccines, one booster, three months later diagnosed with his first cancer, bladder,

second cancer prostate, third cancer stage IV lung. Am I to believe that's just coincidence?

I can't turn a blind eye to this and pretend I don't see it. I can't ignore the elephant in the
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I can't turn a blind eye to this and pretend I don't see it. I can't ignore the elephant in the

room these past few years. The vaccines have changed the whole medical landscape.

People are suffering and I think they're dying needlessly. The medical field, its boards,

hospital protocols, pharmaceutical industry, CDC, FDA, DHEC, NIH, all have been publicly

discredited. I don't know if we can regain public trust. I pray to God we can.

I urge you today to stand up for medical freedom, for patients, for physicians. Please do not

allow vaccine mandates that have little safety data while harassing patients who have

other effective treatments. Remember, it is our Hippocratic Oath to first do no harm.

Thank you for your time and attention.

13:04

#   #   #

TRANSCRIBER'S NOTES

* See https://righttotry.org/

** "The Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act (PREP Act) provides immunity

to qualified individuals."

See PREP Act Immunity from Liability for COVID-19 Vaccinators

https://www.phe.gov/emergency/events/COVID19/COVIDvaccinators/Pages/PREP-Act-

Immunity-from-Liability-for-COVID-19-Vaccinators.aspx

*** Tractor Supply is a US chain of stores selling farm supplies, including pet and animal

feed and supplies, clothing, tools, fencing, and more. https://www.tractorsupply.com/

**** HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996.

"Most of us believe that our medical and other health information is private and should be

protected, and we want to know who has this information. The Privacy Rule, a Federal law,

gives you rights over your health information and sets rules and limits on who can look at

and receive your health information. The Privacy Rule applies to all forms of individuals'

protected health information, whether electronic, written, or oral. The Security Rule is a

Federal law that requires security for health information in electronic form." - Source:

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-individuals/guidance-materials-for-consumers/index.html
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Kat Lemieux Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wow- thank you for this.
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Transcriber B Writes Transcriber B’s Substack Dec 8

Thanks for reading
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Unagnu Dec 11 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Amen. Thank you Dr. for your courage. I only wish my parents had had as much

certainty and back bone, but they fell for the 'you need this to travel' scam. Wouldn't

stay put for it to blow over. I never did. My poor brother, certifiable from non stop CNN

fear mongering and can never be recovered. He's had the shingles vax but after

boosting multiple covid encounters.. guess who had a flaming flaming bout of

...shingles? Sister, not jabbed at least, but if these spikes are 'spreadable' from the

jabbed to non jabbed (or the nanos) we are all in a world of hurt. Not to mention the

blood supply.
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SaHiB Dec 8

AI Elon's Twatter still imposes blindness from onchocerciasis.
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Roman S Shapoval Writes The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They were doing their best alright - doing their best to snuff out the human soul, and use its good nature

against itself, as they are attempting to do now with forgiveness. No one needs to feel pressured to forgive

- the antidote to betrayal like this is not forgiveness, but remaining loyal to one's own purpose in life:

https://romanshapoval.substack.com/p/betrayalpodcastpartone#details

Honor heals shame, not forced forgiveness, as this gives power to the perpetrator.
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Kathy M. Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Multiple "yes, sirs" to you.
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Mig Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

People who want to be forgiven act differently.

What would you do Roman, if you hurted someone? I read some of your articles and I am sure as sure

can be that asking forgiveness is not the first thing you would do, if you would ask for forgiveness at

all.

I think you would do all you possibly can do to help the person you hurted.

I also think you are not going to ask your victims to do you (another) favour.

I also think that to you, your desire to be forgiven by the one you hurted is not important, possibly

even meaningless, compaired to your desire to compensate your victims burden

And last but not least, I think that you think asking for forgiveness is not up to you. I think you would

leave it up to your victim completely to forgive you or not.

I think you would work de back out of your shirt to compensate your victim as much as you possibly

could, without asking for anything, especially not your victim

I took you as an example just to show everyone here how much totally mentally ill behaviour of our

leaders we consider normal, and react to it as if it is sane. Of well ment.

It isn't. Those people are not like you, and they never will.
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Alexandros Krampis Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I'm willing to forgive those who genuinely were deceived, who genuinely made mistakes. Even in this case,

reparations should be made as much as possible to those who were harmed by their mistakes. However,

there's something bigger at play here, because in many cases it seems like mistakes were not made.

Instead a plan was executed. This is Nuremberg level stuff on a broader scale.
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Avalanche Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"who genuinely were deceived, who genuinely made mistakes"

Deceived for THREE YEARS!?!?!? How many OB-GYNs actively MURDERED babies by pushing or

urging their patients to "get the shot" WHILE pregnant?!?! How many babies who MANAGED to get

born were deformed, or died shortly after their births?! "Deceived?!?! THESE WERE DOCTORS!!! Are

these literally MILLIONS of doctors around the planet SO stupid, SO UN-educated, so unwilling to

think for a day, about how the SHIT they were being told was wrong back when they were in med

school! HOW MANY of them just blew off what little they remembered about viruses -- and

POISONED their patients?! Then -- even now -- they are LYING AND LYING and leaving their injured

patients without help or hope! THREE YEARS LATER!!!

NO forgiveness! And YES they need to be making it up as MUCH as they can (but who would TRUST

them near a sick person ever again?!) They are STILL USING REMDESIVIR!!! The "(fake-)pandemic

is OVER -- and they are STILL injecting people with that poison!! Forgive?! Never!
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Brandon is not your bro Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Never give an untested drug to a pregnant woman, EVER.
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FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

YES, you nailed it! I was in stupid Kroger last night (12/7) and there was STILL a commercial on

for "covid" "boosters". At the end it said "sponsored by Pfizer". I am contacting Kroger. They

need to stop pushing that crap.
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SaHiB Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Good luck on that; Smith's Food and Drug is entirely complicit. They even promote obesity

with their cartoon customers.
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Miles Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Like your screen name Avalanche, we need an avalanche of hurt to descend upon their necks.
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Metta Zetty Writes BeyondC19.net Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

On the broadest human scale ever . . . .
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Laura Garcia Writes Laura’s Substack Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for including and essentially summarizing your essay with the song “Fight for You” by Five

Times August.

So often when I argue with my husband (who got two shots due to fear, but supported my arguments

against vaccinating my daughters or myself ....I had real concerns given my autoimmune history) about

why and how I am stuck with regard to moving on relative to those who condemned, mocked and shamed

me as I fought to keep my two teen daughters unvaccinated....I end up reminding him in earnest (raising

my voice and reminding him) that this was not just about human nature gone off the rails, not just a

chapter in “the way things are” in the world....I STOP him and I say, I get all that....BUT this time they

wanted to inject my children with a toxic experimental substance and would not take “no” for an answer

and I bore the brunt of all that ugliness and I would do it again. They changed the rules....they came for the

children.....my children. And on a very basic animal instinct level as a mother I knew something was amiss

and it was not hard at all to find all the ways in which they were lying, cheating and weaponizing their

efforts to accomplish their ends.

I can’t forget and move on without assurance that my kids will not endure another round of this. And the

only way to ensure that it will not happen again is for it clearly to be stated exactly how and why they were

(and continue to be) allowed to push poison into future generations starting at 6 months old.

Forgiving at this point would require forgetting the very real harms suffered and would be inviting them to

go another round. At this point, I lost a mother to the vaccine. I have lost friends and family over my

views....but I will continue to fight for my children. Thankfully, they are old enough to have started asking

questions themselves and have now thanked me for standing my ground. It was not easy because as

teens they just wanted a happy healthy normal high school experience and everyone was telling them that

vaccination was necessary. And sadly, the other refrain I say to my husband....had we vaccinated our

daughters....I would worry daily about them (both athletes) dropping dead or not waking from their sleep.

Instead, I just have to worry about him.

And it is so true....the covid chronicles in many instances did not change people, just revealed who they

really were and how they think about their fellow human beings in relation to themselves.

Thank you for a power piece MAA.
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Matt Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

only amnesty for those who atone... taking a hard stand against the tyranny will do, ala Russell Brand or

Elon
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Kathy M. Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

What does it take to forgive the pediatricians?
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Jon Olsen Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Resurrecting the children.
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BlackThunder Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Truth. Nothing less.
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SaHiB Dec 8

They won't do it; if anything try to prevent it, or sell them lots of immunizations to life, THEN

kill them.
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matt Arnold Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

forget about it! Millstone comes to mind
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Thomas Lewis Writes Useless Liberal Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

.

These people have had a lot bred out of them.

But inducing them to kill themselves,

While itself remarkable,

Is eclipsed by how easy it was to accomplish.

.
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Orion Dworkin Dec 8

Not to be defiant here, but it's called TRUST. And It's purely evil to deceive trust when that's all we

can do when we have to elect folks that are claiming we can TRUST them with our lives. Democracy

is a lie when this violation occurs. Voting with action rather than a ballot seems to be the antidote to

this poisoned society.

Society must hold trust sacrosanct to one another or there's NOTHING. Nothing but isolation or

acceptance of authoritarian systems.

That which are everywhere. Because of the fear they inflict upon humanity by creating an enemy in

order to stay in control. Along with the illusion of providing safety from the monsters - they are.
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Trish Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This is a masterpiece! Thank you for compiling all the evidence. We must not forget and it is our duty to

share this document far and wide.
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I'm reading about King David's adultery, murder (to cover it up), and the aftermath. According to the Bible,

God forgave David when he repented but there were severe consequences afterward.

Not saying we should inflict them. But the vaccine injuries, poverty, and boot of tyranny remain as lasting

evils to be faced despite any amount of forgiveness.
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Avalanche Dec 7

"Not saying we should inflict them."

WHY NOT?! Do you not follow God's rules and examples? Do you not believe that what HE did and

wants done is the CORRECT course of action? WHO has taught you to "meekly" refuse to inflict and

enforce the CORRECT consequences.

Did you know that "meek" does NOT mean harmless and weak and unwilling to enforce the things

that need enforcing.... cause it'd be mean? Meek means -- a TRAINED AND STRONG/ARMED

defender who does NOT 'draw his sword' unless necessary!! The "meek" inheriting the earth are

MEANT to be seen as: those who accept, abide ("live within!"), and ENFORCE the Good, the True,

and the Beautiful!

"lasting evils to be faced"

What does that even MEAN if the severe consequences are NOT enforced?! "Yeah-sure, they're

LASTING evils, but WE are not meant to enforce GOD'S LAW, so we just let them live out their lives

(maybe frown at them now-and-again? write a sternly worded letter?) and let God take care of it

later.... REALLY? Is that really what you mean?
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RE Nichols Writes RE’s Zine Dec 8 · edited Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If the Lord allows good people to set up new governments, they shall certainly put the globalists

on trial. I'd rather see Bill Gates executed than imprisoned. Ditto for many others. I'm also fine

with violence necessary for self-defense. A lot of the useful (often well meaning) idiots will die

by their own hands. They were sincere and drank the kool aid that we refused. They have

punished themselves.
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Dr. K Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

MAA, This is the right piece at the right time. The links/memes are amazing. And the writing is your usual

"best longform on Substack" quality. So many are trying to slither away....this hits every point as to why we

cannot let them. Thanks for making my day, and the world, a better place.
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Charles Tate Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Ok so this is a fairly long piece. As I went through example after example, I kept losing focus that this was

about the covid psyop, and couldn't help but see the parallels with the current fad led by exactly the same

arrogant assholes regarding MAGA supporters, climate "deniers," "extremists," Catholic "domestic

terrorists," racists, transphobes, etc., etc. The very same people exhibiting the same hateful dominance

and vicious dehumanization of all those unwilling to abdicate their humanity and SUBMIT. Forgive? How

about you stop your lifestyle of making other responsible for your own mental, emotional, and spiritual

illnesses and admit that the problem, the problem is YOU! You are not qualified to criticize, to evaluate, to

persecute and punish others. Learn from the glaring harm you have done to others, to the innocent, and

very likely, in your frenzy, to yourselves. STFU!! Learn. Respect. (To be clear, I am not speaking to the

author, but to the Condemnors seeking absolution for their crimes. Not sure that I made that clear).
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Unagnu Dec 11 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You did. You forget that WE are built thusly, THEY are NOT. They, the persecutors and the

mindwashed, are built very differently, such they CANNOT allow dissent, take responsibility and find

their way. THEY must have someone to blame, someone to SAVE them. That is the real issue. How

did these humans come to be so damaged that they cannot think for themselves? What achieved

that 'control' over them? Were they flawed from the start? Or did they 'grow into' that through

laziness and lack of responsibility? Lack of belief in a ... a God force? A force that will do what it will?

No one gets a guarantee in life from death, harm or fortune's fickle toss and yet, that is what these

fools wanted.
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Miles Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Nothing short of the gallows would suffice for these evil-doers. And their names need to be inscribed on a

wall like the Vietnam memorial for posterity. Even then, I would continue to mourn for the innocent victims.

I thank God everyday He gave me the wisdom and skepticism to reject the vaccines and boosters. I hate

to think what I would have done if my job/livelihood had depended on taking the killer shots. I have no ill

feelings towards those who were coerced into taking vaccines. But the ones who facilitated, supported,

promoted, enabled, threatened and shamed others into doing so? The first sentence applies. I will

volunteer to pull the lever.
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Charles Summers Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks Miles, for the reminder that my decision to shun the jabs did not come from any astute

scientific analysis on my part. Any discernment on my part would have to have been divinely inspired

to some great degree. Sorting through the data (propaganda?) and making a wise decision is far

above my pay grade. I am very grateful that my no-vax decision didn’t financially penalize me. It’s

unforgivable that so many people were financially coerced to take the poison shots.
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jim peden Writes Panocracy Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"fauxpologized": Next year's word of the year I hope! (https://languages.oup.com/word-of-the-year/)
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 7 Author

I have Meredith Miller to thank for that one! (https://meredithmiller.substack.com/p/never-forget) But

“philanthropath” gets to go first, I hope ;-)
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Dr. Cruces Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

No worries. No forgetting and, certainly, no forgiving is planned. Juries? Well ...
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Patriot6335 Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I am nominating this for the best piece of writing for 2023. Pure brilliance (and yes, as of a few minutes

ago, happy to report I am now a paid subscriber). Was thinking lately how, amid the shoddy state of what

passes as 'journalism' and opinion writing today, there are so many wonderful writers out there, all of

whom are not part of the mainstream, writing on Substack, Tablet, Quillette and others. And one of those

writers is you. Your writing is simply superb (and how do you do it, because it is not just the writing, you

also curate and add such terrific video clips, memes, photos, quotes, memes, links, etc...?)

Please keep being brave. Courage is the most important virtue, because without courage, none of the

other virtues matter. Thanks for encouraging me to be brave, Margaret Anna.

(My small act of bravery: I am posting your Letter to Amnesty-Demanders on my LinkedIn. I realize this

could be a 'career ender' post, but see, that can't be the case, since my career was taken from me 2 years

ago when I and about 250 of my fellow workers were fired for refusing the vax. In spite of the big price, I

still had to summon the courage to post your piece on LinkedIn.)
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Teri Anglim Writes Teri’s Substack Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

After attempting so many times to show data, studies, etc to those that are blind, it was to no avail. I feel

like I am now around strangers that were once friends or family. Adverse events keep happening to these

people I know well There is always some reason but never the jabs. Two just had their umpteenth booster

and lo and behold a few days later one had a stroke and the other internal bleeding -- husband and wife.

What is going to wake these people up? I don't seen any hope.
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Riki Tiki Tavi Writes eScapeGoats & Digital Realities Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You had me at Boris Johnson's "I'm sorry." A Con's Piracy always involves lies and using stats to create

even bigger lies. When a liar apologizes for doing what they knew was morally wrong, involving needless

suffering and death, apologies are pathetic. In light of all the evidence regarding the PsyOp set-up, to

ignore the evidence is to accept the unethical actions of a group of psychopaths hell bent on maintaining

an elite club's supremacy. If we bend to the will of psychopaths and sociopaths, then we are complicit in

allowing this criminal behavior to continue. 500 new billionaires were created during the Covid hysteria.

Are we to believe that money and power were not the root of the evil behind this PsyOp? To ignore the

details of the CV-19 deceit is akin to accepting a dinner invitation from Hannibal Lecter.
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Mig Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Exactly! Well said!!
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Baga Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wow, your post today! Wonderful compilation of videos. The songs made me cry, not just tear up but cry.

But what really gets me is so many in my extended family and friends are still drinking the cool aid. In jest

I’ve said, my last words will be, “ugh, I’m so hot” due to never ending hot flashes, but now I think it’ll be, “

I’m so thankful my immediate family and I did not take the jabs”.
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Paul Ashley Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I am 100% positive that those who tossed me off of websites due to my attempts to tell the truth about

COVID, and those who said they would pray for me when I told them, in answer to their question, that yes,

I did think the COVID jab was more dangerous than COVID ... that they are still ignorant of all the evidence

against the COVID scam that has accumulated over the last nearly four years. They didn't research for

themselves then and they are still not seeking to learn the truth.
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Steve C Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret Anna-Alice, this is breathtaking!
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Quill Cross Writes Quill Cross News Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Theodore Roethke wrote an extraordinary poem called “The Waking” which I quote often. Mostly when

someone loses a loved one. “What falls away is always. And is near.” In most cases I feel it means that that

person’s “soul shards” remain long past their corporeal extinguishing. But reading your piece made me

apply it another way. The Public Health Emergency has fallen away but the manipulation, scarring and

EVIL behind it are still near. The line that follows is also deeply applicable, “I wake to sleep, and take my

waking slow. I learn by going where I have to go.”
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 · edited Dec 8 Author

This is extraordinary synchronicity. I was in the middle of writing a question for a Dissident Dialogue

about fate and awakening when your comment arrived, and this poem interweaves with it beautifully.

Perhaps ’twas fate :-)
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Quill Cross Writes Quill Cross News Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

We must serve each other.
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Mike H Writes ShortOnTime Newsletter Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They want to do it again. They want to normalize it. What will happen when we get the digital ID and digital

currency? The WHO and their minions..... When you consider the digital currency, the prospects are

terrifying.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

randall stoehr Writes randall’s Substack Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Ladies and gentlemen ...welcome to the newest game show called Social Life Extinctions!

Brought to by the friendly folks over @ Pfizer.

Margaret you get to start the show please....

Well Albert....lets try unpopular lawsuits for 100......

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 Author

😆

LIKE REPLY SHARE

37 Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The Amnesty Demanders will be right on the Establishment Train for the next attempt to corral humanity

into permanent slavery.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Charles Summers Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Funny how we get to a point where anyone could be in a position to demand amnesty. Isn’t a request

for amnesty an unequivocal admission of guilt? We don’t need amnesty for righteous behavior. We

need amnesty when we are guilty. The inclination to grant amnesty is based on an honest and open

admission of guilt, and genuine sorrow for having done the deed. Have we seen even one example of

this?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

KatWarrior Writes Strange On The Frontlines Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Well, that was something MAA! I am BEAST-LEVEL FURIOUS (borrowed from Celia Farber). Don't you just

love that phrase! It's best that you document all this because I am afraid that I might wield a lethal weapon

at the evil monsters. The UCLA doctor that tried her best to coerce me to take the poison bioweapon and

wear the DAMN mask was fired on the spot. Just thinking about that encounter makes my blood boil.

FORGET???? Not a chance bitches. FORGIVE???? Go F yourselves.

BEAST-LEVEL FURIOUS.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

sammy Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I still see ads for parents to vax their kids with the HPV, even after all the harm it has done. I also still see

ads for the covid jab. There is no remorse, they are still going strong.

They should lose their jobs and livelihoods just like they forced others to do. If you were a small business

person and it closed, how did you make a living? Those shops and restaurants operated on an extremely

small profit margin in the first place. Look at the harm done to children and learning. The list is long and

their apologies short, they don't deserve amnesty or forgiveness.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

SaHiB Dec 8

Cervarix is fairly safe, but unavailable.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kat Bro Dec 8

😂

 you're kidding right

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

SaHiB Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

A Midwestern Doctor addressed it at https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/the-forgotten-

history-of-sterilizing A lot of reading, but you should subscribe.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kat Bro Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Oh yeah, thanks! I am subscribed to that but get bogged down by all there is to learn

these days. Will definitely check it out!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

William Jeffreys Writes A Step Back Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Margaret Anna Alice, thank you for your very skillfully written words. I sincerely hope they do some good.

The “authorities” and MSM cannot acknowledge ANY of the truth because the instant they do they

simultaneously are admitting they were complicit in the worst crime ever perpetrated against humanity. It

opens them to criminal charges and lawsuits, and rightly so. They don’t possess that much integrity.

Nowhere close.

LIKED (4) REPLY SHARE

Jon Olsen Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

One of the best responses to tyranny is in Dylan's Song: "The Hour that the Ship Comes in," circa 1964. It

concludes: "Oh the foes will rise with the sleep still in their eyes, and they'll jerk from their beds and think

they'e dreamin'. Then they'll pinch themselves and squeal when they know that it's for real--the hour that

the ship comes in. Then they'll raise their hands, saying 'We'll meet all your demands,' but we'll shout from

the bow 'Your days are numbered.' And like Pharaoh's tribe, they'll be drownded in the tide and like

Goliath, they'll be conquered."

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mike Myhre Writes Renew your View Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I agree for the most part with everything you said. I do think that we need to separate the You/They group

into two levels. Those in authority and those that aren't. It may be argued that this is a very fuzzy line since

the president, congress, medical heads are clearly authority figures to bottom end of the spectrum is

much harder to define. I would say if you shamed, threatened or coerced anyone below you (employees,

staff, etc) and used your position of authority to do it, then you are part of the 'authority' group. You could

include parents in this group, but I hesitate and here is why:

Many people were victims of following what they thought was right. What they were told by who they saw

as experts. Many today are incapable of discerning what is true or right and lean toward 'experts' to make

every decision in life that they aren't sure of. We have jobs today that consist of very basic tasks like

'stamping a letter as received' or 'pointing to a line for cars to drive in'. Very few see the big picture and a

just a cog in the process as defined by authority. It is sad and shouldn't be but it is very important for one

reason. While the 'just following orders' line is not an excuse, if we are ever going to get out of this

situation, we need numbers of the masses to do it. For this group (a very large percentage of the

population) to admit THEY were wrong, is too great for them to do. To admit that they were fooled and

cast blame on other authority figures is still very difficult, but more achievable. Certain levels of authority

can be influenced by this group of impressionable people. A principal for example my cave to a group of

mothers storming his office and stand up to the superintendent. To demand an apology from this group of

mothers is not necessary. At that level, to forgive and forget is a better strategy even though many of them

were doing the shaming and calling for banishment.

I think the focus should be on "The 'experts' and 'authority figures' lied to us. There is no excusing them.

We need everyone including those that were victims of their deception, intentional deception to call them

out. Demand their resignation and for many demand legal action against them.

I heard that NY courts just ruled that anyone fired for covid vaccination was to be reinstated with back

pay. That is huge and the wave we should be riding.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Avalanche Dec 7 · edited Dec 7

"Those in authority and those that aren't."

Dr Lee Merritt has the answer to that. When the nurses say they CAN'T stop **injecting poison**

because they'd lose their jobs, she asks: "What? You're afraid you'd lose your job as a guard at

Auschwitz?!"

Many nurses and other health care workers DID quit, rather than kill. Think: COULD your "'experts'

and 'authority figures'" have succeeded WITHOUT "the regular people" doing as they were told?!

MANY MANY Of us said "not just no but HELL no!" We CHOSE to not poison people, to not lock

them out of stores and schools. Funny the JEWS keep hunting down and destroying ANYONE who

worked at a camp -- even when they HAD NO CHOICE (as you suggest the 'regular people' did not!

Remember Solzhenitsyn's quote (paraphrasing) about "how we burned in the camps," because IF

ONLY when the police and 'agents' came to take someone away, they did NOT KNOW if they would

return home because the people IN the apt buildings had rakes and hammers and anything other as

a weapon! WE REGULAR PEOPLE are all we've got! And the regular people who are 'allowed' to

escape punishment WILL DO IT AGAIN! DI you not watch the 1:06-minute "comedian" MMA posted

in her excellent 'stack?

"For this group (a very large percentage of the population) to admit THEY were wrong, is too great for

them to do"

So, we can just have another Germany? GREAT idea!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mike Myhre Writes Renew your View Dec 7

I agree, but it comes down to how many people do you want fighting NOW. If you require an

apology and admission of guilt, then there will be far fewer fighting those that fired the nurses. It

is about the strategy for the future, not demanding guilt for the past.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Avalanche Dec 7

NOT a wave, it's a one-off AND NY is REINSTITUTING masks and trying to get lockdowns going.

WHO LEARNED WHAT?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

SaHiB Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Make Hochul's mask tight-fitting and impermeable. Be sure it cover both her nose and mouth.

Or give her the choice of upside-down crucifixion.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 · edited Dec 8 Author

Given what a holy roller she is, she should consider the latter a privilege.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kat Lemieux Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Of course after a stint in one of her quarantine camps....ya know, to keep her safe and

all.
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Zork (the) Hun Writes Politics is Personal Dec 10 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Two months ago I got into my hands the 299 pages long reports on me from the Hungarian State Security

Archives. I will write about it soon. It was a big disappointment, reinforcing my conviction that nobody

EVER gets punished for crimes committed under the protective mantle of the state.

The most important part in it is what's missing from it........

If any of the Covid criminals gets punished, it will be a historic first

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Tim Holt Writes Tim’s Substack Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Prepare the guillotines

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Nathalie Martinek PhD Writes Hacking Narcissism Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Another fierce piece that took me a day to read because I loved diving into rabbit holes of linked pieces.

"We were doing our best" nullifies an apology rendering it a non-apology of narcissistic flavour. "They

were doing their best" is how some victims of child abuse or their enablers continue to protect their

abusive parent or partners, and is the tactic vulnerable narcissistic disgraced authorities use to shield

them from accountability. Not this time.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Lisa Writes Lisa’s Substack Dec 8 · edited Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I would simply say if someone manipulates or uses coercion to have another person forgive or even forget

something. They are not sorry. They are going through the motions to exert authority or to build a false

sense of trust. They are playing games. They are also using this opportunity to gaslight and further the

victimization.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Celty Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The truth has yet to hit my part of the Pacific Northwest. People still drive alone wearing masks. People

outside walking their dogs, and still wearing masks. The hospital I work at still pushing boosters. We were

forced to educate ourselves on the dangers of covid, then sign a document acknowledging that by not

getting the booster, we may be endangering others. A total guilt trip.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

NAB Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You have got to be kidding me!

On a humorous side (because we have to laugh or we are going to cry), when I first read the

comment, my mind automatically assumed you wrote that people were masking their dogs :)

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Celty Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Full on true. The wording in the acknowledgement was so twisted, that many employees

thought that by signing it, they would forfeit their job. I had to read it several times.

And while not what I meant, I have seen people mask their dogs in my area.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Sasha Latypova Writes Due Diligence and Art Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great essay!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Mrhounddog Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Madame, your ability to work a clip from "The Birds" into your post is truly inspired. Now we need another

random piece, such as something from "PeeWee's Big Adventure."
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NAB Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes! Maybe the scene with the curvy road warning signs? There must be an analogy in there

somewhere.
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Crixcyon Dec 8 · edited Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If mistakes were made, then why are mRNA poisons still on the market? Why is big pharma being allowed

to develop dozens of other mRNA based injections?

The problem is that by giving these murdering bums amnesty, that opens the door for a repeat and then

another and another. They will know that they can murder us outright and never be held accountable.

There is no excuse for not knowing what they were doing from doctors to nurses and to anyone else

calling the shots...or giving them.

Most of the medical mafia are clowns anyway and will do whatever their masters tell them to do, and that

includes murdering patients and humans. They pass out drugs, vaccines and mRNA substances without

even considering they might be deadly.
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FourWinds Writes Beyond the Curtain Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Damn, this is BRILLIANT. And you are so, so right. We never wanted to be right about what was going on.

Now I have 4 dead and I've lost count of those injured just in my circle alone and I'm still watching them

be injured. I feel helpless and sick inside. I absolutely will never forgive and I will never, ever forget.

I read once, about 30 years ago that Amnesty International had said the worst kind of torture that could

be inflicted was to force a person to violate their own conscious. Can't find a reference for it now. But they

are right - if a person was threatened into losing their job, thus losing their savings, home, car, etc. and

putting their family on the street OR go against your own consciousness to take pharma's poison, that's a

hell of a position to be in. I can only imagine how those people feel now, if they are even alive.

It's not just the government and officials that need to be held accountable. It's the companies that said

take this or get fired. It's the stores that would not allow you in without the jibby jab. It's the schools that

once back in session, segregated kids into little bubbles (literally), masked them and scared the hell out of

them. These people are JUST as guilty as the ones who invented, marketed and distributed the poison

and I'm not letting them off, either. I saw straight through this in March 2020, but I think what saved me

also was no media consumption at all. I think those that had higher intake of media got flat out

brainwashed. Brainwashed or not, if a person tried to harm me and mine as a result of their brainwashing,

that's not ok. "I was just following orders" didn't work out so well in post Nazi Germany, now did it? You

have a right to be brainwashed but not to intentionally cause harm others as a result.

I'm still angry. I am most definitely bitter. I have a place in my home, like a Dia de los Muertos altar, to

remember those who have died. Those killed by the poison that I knew are represented there. I want legal

vengeance for their deaths. I want those who killed them held responsible. I will never forget or forgive.

They can take their amnesty request and shove it six ways till Sunday.
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Cindy Hart Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for sharing your documentation and thoughts on this debacle. Please please please back up all

of your work in several modalities so it may be preserved for eternity.
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Red Pill Poet Writes Red Pill Poems Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Such a fitting last line to another withering catalogue-of-injustices letter: "This is not about looking at the

past. We’re fighting for the future.”

A super-minor quibble, but you might want to revise "zero for zero". As a batting metaphor, while the first

zero is correct, the second zero should be any number larger than zero, and the larger the better ... "zero

for infinity" or "zero for whatever" or just plain "0-fer" being the ultimate expression of ineptitude/failure. In

one of my poems I've used "0fer-how-many-ever".

But of course, the simplest and clearest would be to simply say "batting zero".
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 Author

Stellar catch, Red Pill Poet, and all fixed! You can tell I’m not a sportsball person ;-)
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Red Pill Poet Writes Red Pill Poems Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Your catch-y pun was duly appreciated.
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 Author

*lol* That actually was no pun intended! 

😆
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Red Pill Poet Writes Red Pill Poems Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

You're supposed to play along and take the credit.
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 Author

😹
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Avalanche Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If you want as brief intro to Dr Ardis (~15 min.):

DR. BRYAN ARDIS FINDS REMDESIVIR & VENOM IN HOME DELIVERED WATER

https://www.bitchute.com/video/7117FgKFJvLx/
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Avalanche Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If you have not heard this stuff: go spend the time (2 hrs):

"Dr Bryan Ardis with Stew Peters ~ The Remdesivir Death Trap (Nov 22, 2023)"

https://www.bitchute.com/video/4CWl9r3DeTLn/

Then you will understand why I am screaming that these unknowing, nice, 'just following orders" docs and

nurses are STILL KILLING PEOPLE TODAY with remdesivir! Today, now, every day! Then, you will learn:

because so many patients are RESISTING being killed and REFUSING "treatment" with remdesivir in

hospitals -- there have been MEMOS from the hospital boards directing their captured doctors and

nurses to STOP referring to it AS remdesivir -- and ONLY call it by its 'brand' name: Veklury. (Dr. Ardis

suggests: take the "k" and the "l" switch them, and you almost get "Valkyrie." And do you know what

Valkyrie means? It's Norse and means "Chooser of the slain." SO if ANYone you love is in hospital -- and

they suggest using "Valkyrie" -- refuse, and threaten the medical people if you must!

Interestingly, elsewhere still, Ardis describes his son being born, and and despite the doctor he'd hired

signing a legal contract NOT to use forceps or suction, she ran in late (after directing the nurse by phone

to push the baby's head (it was a breach birth) BACK UP) and the nurses held the baby in by clamping his

wife's legs...) Anyway, Ardis stopped the OB and reminded her of the contract -- and he said: "you're

fired, get out." (He then sent the nurses to get a 'birthing bar' --which they had never heard of, and they

found in a closet in the rehab center (!!!) and HE delivered his son! He then teaches us -- since most folks

DO NOT KNOW the laws -- that IF you fire a doctor in a hospital -- they MUST leave the room and never

enter it again nor attend the patient in any way.

AND if you do fire a doctor, you can then call the hospital administrator and the HOSPITAL must find and

deliver another doctor to the room. (Who knew?) (Well, Ardis did...) Now, I do not know if that was specific

to the state he was in (TX, I think?) or is a broader law... or have been subverted and written out in the past

21 years. However -- we must ALL learn the state laws and and medical restrictions and requiretments

BEFORE we ever cross their thresholds again!

These "good" people some of you would NOT want shamed and punished are STILL INJECTING THIS

POISON into people today!! (Somewhere else today, I also heard (I listen to podcasts all day): a family doc,

figure he has 1,800 to 2- or 3-thousand patients in the practice GETS PAID if the vaccination with at least

TWO "covid vaxxx" shots reaches 80% of the practice, the "bonus" adds up to some $370,000 per year!

(The downside, I'd learned of elsewhere, is that if that practice does NOT reach 80% -- it loses ALL

bonus!! Dja ever notice how STRONGLY the docs (these good misled docs) URGE and try to force parents

and patients to TAKE the shots?!

People here who say, 'well, we CAN'T blame/mustn't punish the docs and nurses and pharmacists (and

anyone ELSE) injecting poison' need to SERIOUSLY reconsider!

Anyway -- go take a listen. I can fully recommend listening to nearly everything Ardis has posted. He does

a bit farther than *I* am comfortable with (but then, which of our hero doctors is NOT 'expanding' the

field, right now?!) though I suspect he may be entirely right.

So, yeah, go watch the two parts of the Stew Peters documentaries both called Watch the Water (I and

II)... I had 'chucked' Ardis as a reliable source after the first one cause... REALLY?!?! It HAD to be

stupid/wrong/silly! Some months later, I dipped a toe back in -- and OMG! He is providing (peer-reviewed)

medical journal articles, study reports, detailed trip[s down rabbit trails, and TONS of info. I entirely

withdraw my pull-back on the snake venom thing -- MAN, does he have the studies and info going back

to the 1950s (!) SHOWING he's right!
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Amy Sukwan Writes Amy’s Newsletter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I think ultimately the quest for amnesty is a testing the water economic calculus. They're trying to figure

out our price here and what saddens me most is how pathetically low they estimate our price to be...
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Charles Summers Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

They’re only sorry when they’re caught! They are banking on our collective amnesia, and it’s working

for them. Remember all the forrest fires the last few years? Minneapolis? Ohio train wreck? Maui?

What else am I (we) forgetting? They are counting on us forgetting, and abetting it with the continual

release of one catastrophe after another. It really is mind-numbing
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Rick Writes Rick Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

THE ATTACK ON THE PEOPLE WILL NOT END....

Saving Our Country From Dystopian Oligarchs, Part 6; America’s Endgame

Remember, when something goes wrong in the circus, they send in the clowns to distract the audience.

Well, something has gone very wrong with this circus, and the clowns are everywhere. —Anonymous

We have four boxes with which to defend our freedom: the soap box, the ballot box, the jury box, and the

cartridge box. —Congressman Larry McDonald M.D.

It is terrible to contemplate how few politicians are hanged. —G. K. Chesterton

Those who expect to reap the blessings of freedom must, like men, undergo the fatigue of supporting it. —

Thomas Paine

Once a digital currency is in place, government and/or Federal Reserve officials would have more power

than ever to control, track and coerce individuals and U.S. businesses – likely without needing new laws

approved by Congress. —Newsweek

An evil man will burn his own nation to the ground to rule over the ashes. —Sun Tzu

I love my country. I love the very idea of America. But our government has betrayed her people. If we don’t

fight back now while we still can, when food and water become scarce, our once civil society will turn

uglier than Antifa and BLM riots. People who were once courteous and respectful will want what others

have. Be prepared.

President John Adams told us, “Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is

wholly inadequate for the government of any other.”

Lies, lies, and more lies. Who and what do you believe? Was COVID-19 created by our Department of

Defense and NIH and then shipped to Wuhan for completion? Was there ever any Sars-CoV-2? The head

of the Chinese Center for Disease Control admitted on NBC that they never isolated the virus. Dr. PhilExpand full comment
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niko Dec 7 · edited Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

What's weirdest of all perhaps is the disconnect between whatever they're saying and what we're doing.

The mainstream passes like a monologue over people, it seems, who for the most part remain passive and

inert before our own demise on countless levels of crime against humanity. In other words, their words,
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inert before our own demise on countless levels of crime against humanity. In other words, their words,

including 'apologies' and 'admissions' and other limited hangouts, seem incidental, irrelevant, to the

indifference with which we, even the supposedly awake, keep going about bizzness as usual. ('They' are

whoever's aiding and abetting the agenda of final solutions in positions of authority and influence.)
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Jimmy Gleeson Writes Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I was thinking, we were like that couple in the next car over telling John Candy and Steve Martin they were

going the wrong way.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0M0FfQzSngM&ab_channel=Movieclips
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Trygve E. Wighdal Writes Struggles from the Dark Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Great read! Thanks. We live in a military-grade mind control psyop that never ends.

Please read this following monstrosity, stop for a moment, and read it again. This came from 'Options for

increasing adherence to social distancing measures,' published on March 22, 2020, by the Scientific

Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) in the U.K., emphasis mine. (NOTE: All this is an excerpt from my

upcoming book "As America Crumbles..." but herein I can't emphasize a thing; I'm sure you'd get which

part would be in bold.)

“Perceived threat:

A substantial number of people still do not feel sufficiently personally threatened; it could be that they are

reassured by the low death rate in their demographic group, although levels of concern may be rising.

Having a good understanding of the risk has been found to be positively associated with adoption of

COVID-19 social distancing measures in Hong Kong.

The perceived level of personal threat needs to be increased among those who are complacent, using

hard-hitting emotional messaging. To be effective this must also empower people by making clear the

actions they can take to reduce the threat.”

Damn them to hell.
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x5716M471CH405x Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Lets be clear..... it wasnt hes sorry about mistakes & people getting hurt. It was ALL LIES & Deception.

Every Single NWO PUPPET parroted the same agenda. Which is absolutely a swing or choppable offence

by Nuremberg Code. Informed Concent 0 coersion means just that very simple. Anything other than that

from the very top to the very bottom the punishment is Death. Just doing my job or for the greater good,

great reset, sustainability all inclusive Agenda 2030, Georgia Guidstones Etc Bs ( insert whatever woke

ideology) is not acceptable nor is it forgivable.Simple problems just need simple answers.
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Diane Writes Diane’s Newsletter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I would like to purchase three signed copies but I didn't find a place to order. Please help me with this

request. Thank you!
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 7 Author

Thank you so much for your interest, Diane! Go ahead and reply to this newsletter in your email, and

we can discuss the details via email. If you have trouble, let me know, and I’ll try to find you on my

mailing list and contact you directly.
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Brother

🍓

 Strawberry Writes Brother

🍓

’s Substack Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Signed copies of?

Do You mean my treasured copy of THE VAPOR, THE HOT HAT,& THE WITCHES POTION could

have been signed?!?!!
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 7 Author

Aww, you are so sweet, Brother

🍓

 Strawberry :-) If you are interested in getting one or

more signed copies, you can find pricing details in the following post:

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/get-the-book-the-vapor-the-hot-hat

Just reply to my newsletter if you’d like to place an order :-)
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Will need to buy a new signed copy for myself and give the one I have to my doctor

who refuses to respond to my challenges to his beLIEf in hiv and “covid” or his faith in

ARVs and mRNA injections.

Introduced him to the nearly 40 years of dissent begun by Dr Duesberg but he insists

the preponderance of evidence has established validity of the hiv theory. Interestingly,

he refuses to carry on an evidentiary debate on the subject.

We share a mutual loathing for each other but the only reason I see him is when I get

poison ivy.
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 Author

*lol* Brilliant idea, Brother

🍓

 Strawberry! Sounds like you need to start looking

for a new doctor—although finding one not captured by groupthink is nigh

impossible these days.
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Brother

🍓

 Strawberry Writes Brother

🍓

’s Substack Dec 8

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Only reason I see him is certification for medical marijuana. Nutrition and

exercise are my healthcare.
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 8 Author

At least he's enlightened enough to provide that service ;-) Nutrition +

exercise are the best healthcare, so it sounds like you're your own best

doctor.
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Brother

🍓

 Strawberry Writes Brother

🍓

’s Substack Dec 8

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wouldn’t call it “enlightened”.

Just like most “doctors” he knows where the money is and how to

get it flowing to him. Hence the incessant push for testing and

treating and injecting the latest trend.

I use him for what I need and make it very clear that I have no

respect for him or his practice.

Didn’t go to his office and used televisits during the covid fraud

because he required masks in office.

He is the only MMJ doctor in my area covered by my insurance.
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SaHiB Dec 8

I wondered. Switch to THCv.
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Veronica Eugenia 23 hrs ago Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Bravo bravissimo. Thank you for saying this so well and so completely and with memes and links!!!

💖
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Sounder Writes Sounder’s Newsletter Dec 16 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

'and if you disagree, you’re a threat to society.

Which in a way is true.'

Yet, in another way we are the ones that love society.
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SpenceMarcel Dec 15 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Deeply resonant ~ very grateful for what you write ~ what so many of us have felt, and feel still as our

friends and family refuse(d) to listen, then all as you describe unfolded.
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Whyvonne 

🍁

Dec 15 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for this post. It is timely and inspiring as I am currently writing letters to the “loved ones” that

turned their back on me over the past few years and continue to remain silent about their abhorrent

behaviour and clear mistreatment.

I survived an abusive relationship back in my twenties. I guess my “expertise” in this area is what made it

so easy to see through all the manipulation tactics of our current abusers.

I have no choice but to put space between myself and those who continue to hold onto this evil charade.

They were victims, who have now turned into abusers themselves and refuse to admit it. This is where

humans turn evil - when they refuse to acknowledge their mistakes and continue on as if they did nothing

wrong, continuing the cycle of abuse. Hurt people hurt people. It’s quite simple. The only way to save your

soul is to acknowledge your errors and try to repair/repent/do better. Otherwise you will continue to

spread the abuse and bury your soul further into darkness.

If you aren’t sorry, you are a psychopath/sociopath. Choose wisely.
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SheThinksLiberty Writes SheThinksLiberty’s Newsletter Dec 14 · edited Dec 14

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It's water under the bridge -- and before we know it -- it'll be 25 years since the events of Sep 11, 2001.

Yet, as I read this excellent compilation, someone like me could easily substitute the absurd official story

of that terrible day for the backdrop of this most recent crime, including the (mis)treatment endured by

those of us who tried to bring the obvious to this country. I spent close to a decade working on the truth of

that day -- and trying to get through the thick skulls of "the people." I gave up.

The U.S. government is a crime syndicate, and as such, has committed gross crimes. Even if one believes

the official version of Sep 11, one must then contend with its documentation of utter criminal negligence

and incompetence of the government, the military, and all the pertinent agencies -- and the fact that the

criminally negligent and incompetent went unpunished. Some even got promotions...

The ones who did get punished horribly had nothing to do with that event -- first people in Afghanistan,

then Iraq, and then all the proxy wars since. Millions suffering and dying...over a lie...but they were doing

so out of sight of Americans, so? Yet I knew -- given how the Universe works -- that the imposition of that

suffering on others would come back around.

People in this country suffered to a lesser degree and seemed oh-so-willing to toss away basic liberty and

their 4th Amendment protections for "safety." I knew, we all in the Sep 11 truth "movement" knew -- this is

gonna come back to bite us big time. Then, as now, the same kinds of people didn't wanna hear it,

preferring ridicule, ill will, wrecked careers/reputations, and name calling instead. Sound familiar?

Mar 2020. I knew. I hung my head...because I knew. I knew a crime -- announced to all this time -- was

about to take place. This time it would impact "Americans" directly in their day-to-day lives -- and that

their cooperation with it would be their doom. Sadly, they did not disappoint; I wish they had proved me

wrong.

I don't know what's to be done with the willingness of humans to believe the absurd, cooperate with it,

toss their freedoms in its name and demanding all do so. I'm sorry for the suffering this country has

brought to those outside of it. It's here now. The suffering over a lie brought to us by criminal elements in

government, academia, business, medicine, and media. IOW, "the people" of this country committed a

crime -- against themselves -- causing millions and millions to suffer and die, including themselves. On

their own soil.

I've said so many times that had the events of Sep 11 been seen for what they could NOT have been, so

much would not have happened. Had "Americans" seen the absurd then, they would have changed the

course of history. Instead, they proved once again they could be told 𝒂𝒏𝒚𝒕𝒉𝒊𝒏𝒈...
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nobler Writes Nobler Dec 14 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent article; a keeper. Big fan, bought your book and about to buy another, so bear with me. This is a

great article, this is something I want to share. That means I want to save it first, as a PDF. (Send someone

a link to an article, and they might think it's click bait. Send them a PDF and they are more likely to read it,

share it, even subscribe.)

My request is this: Please check your article and see how it renders with PrintFriendly.com; make sure

everything shows up the way you want it to. (Note that I have no vested interest in PrintFriendly.com,

except to use it to save articles.) Links, like that of the "Birds" photo don't come through. I'm not an

expert, but Steve Kirsch is. His articles come through fairly intact (except for the date after his name at the

top, go figure). Thank you and keep up the good work!
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 15 Author

Thank you so much for your kind words and dedication to sharing, nobler! Great idea to share as a

PDF—I didn’t even know about PrintFriendly. Do you use the browser extension? I tested out my

latest article, but it timed out, advising me to install the extension.

“The Birds” clip is a YouTube link, so that’s likely the issue there. I do try to use Rumble, Odysee,

bitchute, and other alternative platforms when possible, but some clips are only available on

YouTube. The other platforms also don’t permit starting the clip at a certain timestamp, so I have to

use YouTube videos in those cases as well.

I have had aspirations of typesetting my articles, but it is a considerable undertaking, and I’m too

focused on creating new content to spend time on that right now.
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nobler Writes Nobler Dec 15 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I've had mixed success with the PrintFriendly add-on. It seems to be very system (OS, browser)

dependent. As they say, your mileage may vary.

Steve Kirsch said that he uses screen captures to show views of Twitter, YouTube, etc, items,

inserting the screen capture (jpg?) images in his essay, and then puts the link to the item below

the image from the screenshot. This way, things look the way you want them (and should print

to PDF correctly), but a reader can follow the link to get the content.

I recommend FastStone Capture tool for grabbing screenshots (I bought a license). It works very

well.

I have not published anything myself. I expect that when I do, it will be an essay on how to get

things to print correctly, and may possibly ask the question: why doesn't SubStack have a

tutorial for new authors on just that very subject?

PS: Loved the list of contrarians inside the back cover of your book. So many I have read, but so

many I apparently need to read, as well. So many books, so little time.. (apologies to Roald Dahl)
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Patriot6335 Dec 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Looks like someone read your piece ;)

https://iqfy.com/unvaccinated-silence/
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 13 Author

I saw that when it first came out and thought it was absolutely brilliant satire 

😂
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Patriot6335 Dec 13 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yeah but no author and no date. 

🤷
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Hugh McCarthy Writes Hugh’s Newsletter Dec 11 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"You thought your pundits were right and we were stupid Deplorables for asking questions and doing

research." The Diamond Princess told them, or should have, all they needed to know-so either it was

deliberate or they were wholly incompetent-either way, they must be held accountable. And as you say,

they are still promoting "safe and effective" mask wearing and vaccinating children.
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Gavin Mounsey Writes Gavin’s Newsletter Dec 11 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank you for the kind shout out my friend! :)

Reading parts of this amazing post above brought healing tears to my eyes. Thank you for all that you do

in shining a light on the wounds that were inflicted and bringing the cleansing salve of truth so that those

wounds can begin to heal correctly.

I look forward to reading this post again more carefully when I have time.
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ExcessDeathsAU Writes ExcessDeathsAU Dec 10 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Evidence from Australia, in their own documents obtained by FOI, that 'Yes, they did know.'

Here are all the times they could have pulled the lever to stop this but decided not to. They killed, were

excited by the killing, it was the best time of their lives, and they kept going. They were all in.

https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/yes-they-did-know-australias-covid

And here are the names of the people in Western Australia who watched the jab harm roll in during covid

zero and said nothing. Again, they are out in the open, could have stopped it, and said nothing. They killed

because they wanted to: https://vicparkpetition.substack.com/p/in-2021-west-australian-government

They are also being handsomely rewarded for their killing. The Vaccine Commander Chris Dawson is now

the Governor of WA (King's representative) and lives in a beautiful mansion in the centre of the city with

gorgeous flowers along the drive. Recently I stood and looked at the flowers and thought that he better

enjoy his rewards now, because Satan is calling his name.
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voza0db Writes voza0db’s MindSlavery Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Here's something I've wrote since December 2020:

"At this point reality is very SIMPLE: It's either KILL or be culled.

Until several Jedburgh’s actions aren’t executed nothing will change except the things the SRF &

Billionaires via jesters want to CHANGE!"

Logically this is pretty much the same as drawing that "Fight for you" cartoon!
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Aquila Writes Aquila’s Newsletter Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Criminals asking for forgiveness. Criminals gonna criminal. Let's see some firings, fines, and jail sentences.
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Deb Hawthorne Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Powerful! Touched me to the core! I was sobbing by the end! I’ll never forget this or get over it! Never! It is

breaking my heart literally! Thank you for your excellent journalism!
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Lawrence Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

The wheat field angrily and righteously screams at the vine of the earth.

The vine, with its roots so expansive, invasive, and voracious, draws from the earth the very sustenance

that the wheat needs, it's grapes growing fatter and sweeter by the day.

The wheat, with shallow roots, under the blistering sun, withers.

The oligarchs, the billionaires, the leaders of the military industrial complex, the politicians, the rapacious

pharmaceutical executives, and all those bent on acquiring wealth and power at the expense of common

folk, are of the vine. The real Grapes of Wrath.

We are the wheat.

I'm speaking of Revelation, chapter 14. It's the snapshot of our immediate future.

When the one with the sickle reaps the wheat, it is because the grain is withered. The Greek word is

"xeraino". It doesn't mean "ripe". It means "burned up", "withered", "parched".

The Vine of the Earth wants it all. And that means all that you have. And since they know we're onto them,

they fear us and our resolve. So they have chosen democide and depopulation.

The bad news is that they will be largely successful. Too successful.

The good news is that they will anger a King who, though He is God, is also Human. And He loves humans.

His family tree includes humanity, on His mother's side. And He hates what is being done to us.

He will exact complete vengeance on the perpetrators.

We have to acquit ourselves honorably and worthily while we wait for His return.

"Because you have kept the word of my perseverance, I will keep you from the hour of trial".

Best wishes.
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Dollyboy Writes The Last Australian Libertine Dec 9 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yeah mum and dad ... still waiting. It’s not coming is it? Well ... as long as you can live with me thinking a lot

less of you then we’re good.
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NAB Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Absolute tour-de-force, MAA!
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Christina Gerrard Writes Christina’s Substack Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Bidermanns chart of coercion is used by the British military & police forces as standard now to harass,

torture & terrorise innocent people in their homes......
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Orion Dworkin Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Not to be defiant here, but it's called TRUST. And It's purely evil to deceive trust when that's all we can do

when we have to elect folks that are claiming we can TRUST them with our lives. Democracy is a lie when

this violation occurs. Voting with action rather than a ballot seems to be the antidote to this poisoned

society.

Society must hold trust sacrosanct to one another or there's NOTHING. Nothing but isolation or

acceptance of authoritarian systems.

That which are everywhere. Because of the fear they inflict upon humanity by creating an enemy in order

to stay in control. Along with the illusion of providing safety from the monsters - they are.
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Gayle Baker Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

As always your writing inspires and informs. I’m all for holding the criminals accountable. Starting with

Fauci and Gates and working our way down.
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Mick From Hooe (UK) Writes Mick’s Newsletter Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Sorry, No forgiving those who planned to destroy our lives and depopulate the planet with designer virus

modifications. Capital Punishment is the least I demand for these evil WEF murderers!

So much has been 'contaminated' by the recent 'advancements in health' Covid was deliberately

manufactured. The injection they call Covid Vax does nothing except harm or mortality for recipients.

The Gates' Corrupted World Health Organisation now ceases to exist. We, the people of the world have

spoken!

When will this pre-meditated Mass Murder by injection cease? Too many of us now realise Covid was a

deliberately engineered farse, and the DEADLY Covid injection is really a deliberate CULL organised by

the many insane WEF 'Insane Elites' for their Global Warming depopulation targets!

It's the financially implicated media's simplest way of pretending the Covid Scamdemic was not a Plan to

create a false need for a depopulating injection that the evil injection makers designed to increase their

massive wealth whilst depopulating the planet. The desire of the Insane Elite of the New World Order

(World Economic Forum) and their 2030 'Great Reset'!

"They (you & me) will own nothing but they will be happy" is the prediction of WEF leader 'Fuehrer' Adolf

Schwab!

Adolf Schwab also predicts "Let them eat insects". He, like the other WEF lunatics, is totally insane!"

This insanity will continue as long as DEADLY INJECTION makers enjoy ZERO LIABILITY for the 'Excess

Deaths' their injuries are causing."

Mick from Hooe (UK) Unjabbed to live longer!
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Toobguy47 Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I agree with you, MAA! I struggle with the fracture between us and our son and daughter-in-law. They still

buy the narrative. It colors our relationship. Hopefully they will wake up sometime soon. They are thinking

of starting a family. We wish them well, but they have been jabbed, so we’re not taking any bets on

success. They had the J&J, but I don’t believe any boosters, so maybe, and maybe if they do have a child,

it will be healthy and long-lived. But with the damage, injuries, infanticide, and genocide promoted and

carried out by governments around the world, we are pessimistic. #NoAmnesty #NeverForget

#DoNotComply #NoQuarter
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SaHiB Dec 8

Even Gardasil can accomplish that. Little need for Covid jabs.
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Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0 Writes Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0 Dec 8

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

It was all A.I. "It is a logical impossibility for a EUA, Fast-Tracked Countermeasure to be shown as "Safe

and Effective"; as EUA does not require efficacy nor safety studies nor their use of the Animal Rule or

Immuno-Bridging; while the U.S. military removes "Informed Consent" for vaccines and countermeasures

prior to Covid. Computer Coded Cov-AIDS Concoction "Moderna never had a live virus on their site" it

was all AI. "We didn't have the real virus, we use "Pseudo-Virus" - Pfizer CEO

Cambridge Study: One in four who had Pfizer Covid jabs experienced unintended immune response aka

Cov-AIDS https://nuremberg2.substack.com/p/computer-coded-cov-aids-concoction
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KatWarrior Writes Strange On The Frontlines Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Dear MAA, Here is a link to Dr. William Makis, a Canadian Oncologist, and Freedom Fighter.

https://makismd.substack.com/p/canadian-journalist-ian-vandaelle?utm_source=post-email-

title&publication_id=1385328&post_id=139602305&utm_campaign=email-post-

title&isFreemail=false&r=1u5z16&utm_medium=email

This story is exclusively about a MSM journalist, and COVID bioweapon cheerleader on steroids. Please

open and read the horrific things he said and posted on social media. Another, monster in sheeps

clothing.

Sadly he passed due to the poison bioweapon on Dec 5. I know, it's all these weird things happening with

folks dying suddenly. Perfectly healthy 33 year olds don't die suddenly. But, I am always digressing these

days. My digressions are becoming a constant nuisance!

If you are not aware of Dr. William Makis, then here is your introduction. A true warrior from my sad,

pathetic native land.
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nymusicdaily Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"You fauxpologized and issued yourself a Get-out-of-Jail-Free card. So you’re sitting ducks for the next

bamboozle."

🎯

that's why we're not going to get any apologies, sincere or not. those with boots on the ground in

hospitals and kill shot dispensaries during the 2020 naqba (celia farber's term) can't admit wrongdoing

because it would pierce their immunity shield.

the elephant in the room here is the shot itself. most of those people took it. i suspect a large percentage

of them who are still alive don't have much time left. especially the sheeple who lined up for the boosters.

and those who were coerced, or simply went along and didn't do their homework, are in a double bind. it's

too scary to face up to the fact that they've likely endangered their lives and those of their children.

as i've been saying since 2020, this is all an experiment. next stage is the rollout of the miracle drug

(crispr? warpspeed aids vax?) to save everybody after pfizer gets thrown under the bus (funny how

moderna doesn't figure into that narrative, EVER, huh?)

will be very interesting to see how many people line up to take it.
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Charles Summers Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

MMA, you hooked me for life when a while back you characterized their authoritarian crimes as

“shitfuckery”. A perfect description, and most of it deserves indictment, conviction and capital

punishment.
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heidi Dec 7 · edited Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Narcisstic abusers don't have remorse, they just seek sympathy & submission. A drunk driver who killed

people shouldn't be let go with a nod & a wink after saying, 'sorry', and neither should those who

murdered people while drunk on power be relieved of their obligation of a full accounting of their actions

in a court of law.

His Highness, Anthony Fauxi, who offers zero apologies, delivers his message for all you useless eaters:

Anthony Fauci: When You Make Things Difficult, People Lose Their Ideological BS & Get Vaccinated!

https://rumble.com/v3z9m0n-anthony-fauci-when-you-make-things-difficult-people-lose-their-

ideological-.html?mref=6zof&mc=dgip3&ep=2
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SaHiB Dec 8

What was the fate of Ken Kifer's murderer?
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George Rimpas Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Δικτάτορες

Κυβερνάµε την ώρα

ρυθµίζουµε την ώρα

προστάζουµε την ώρα

είµαστε για την ώρα.

Είµαστε κύκλωπες

ζούµε σαν κύκλωπες

καταβροχθίζουµε σαν κύκλωπες

σκεφτόµαστε σαν κύκλωπες.

Μιλάµε µε διαταγές

σκεφτόµαστε µε διαταγές

διατάσσουµε µε διαταγές

διατάσσουµε τις διαταγές.

Η ζωή µας είναι το «τώρα»

«τώρα» είναι το «τώρα»

το χτες ήταν ανάπηρο

και το βάλαµε στο γύψο.

Ο αιώνας αρχίζει από σήµερα.

Ο αιώνας βαδίζει µε το σήµερα.

Ο αιώνας είναι το σήµερα.

Ο αιώνας σβήνει σήµερα.

Κυβερνάµε το ζώο

είµαστε το ζώο

ξεκινήσαµε απ΄ το ζώο

επιστρέφουµε στο ζώο!

M.Lountemis
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George Rimpas Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Πρωιναί εκτελέσεις

Χτες την αυγή εκτελέσανε την Αλήθεια

ένα εκτελεστικό απόσπασµα από Ψέµατα,

αραδιασµένα στη σειρά.

Όπως τα µπουκαλάκια στα φαρµακεία.

Όλα όµως έγιναν άµεµπτα

µε άκρα προσοχή και τάξη.

Μία µόνο παραφωνία σηµειώθηκε

όταν κάποιος απ΄ το ακροατήριο

ζητούσε (πράµατα πρωτάκουστα…)

Να στηθούν, λέει, τα ψέµατα στον τοίχο

για να εκτελεστούν απ΄ τις Αλήθειες!

Αν µπορούν να γίνουν τέτοια πράµατα.

Μα ένα τέτοιο πράµα

µόνο σ΄ έναν τρελό, έναν θεότρελο κόσµο,

µπορείς να το επιτρέψεις.

Ενώ εµείς –όπως είναι γνωστό-

ζούµε στον «τελειότερον των κόσµων».

Μετά την εκτέλεσηExpand full comment
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George Rimpas Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

At 29/9/23 my brother was murdered by the vaccines and the proceedures or killing protocols in ahepa

hospital at Thessaloniki Greece.

At 15/2/21 i was imprisoned and tortured and humiliated at the so called hospital of /Papageorgiou in the

sane city.

It was a desperate act of forced disapearence which was cancelled just because i was shouting my name

loud out of the police station before they drive ne to that so called hospital and the nental jail that is there.

That gave me the opportunity later on to communicate with the world outside the walls of the white cell so

thanks to God and to some of my friends i am alive.

But that tactic of involuntary admissions is a big problem in Greece an old nazi method to force people

into compliance.

This tactic used frequently the last 3 years to silence any dissident.

According to the national obudsman Grreece has a 60 per cent of the whole 100 of the psychiatric

admissions with the involuntary proceedures while in the rest of the EU the percentage is 6-10per cent.

Its a big fucken corrupted industry here .

Its s crime against humanity thats been going on for decades.

Its a tactic thats been followed by all the governments since at least 70 years.

The connection with my brothers murder and the involuntary admission is clear as water to me.

I had 4 requests to be involuntary admitted to a hospital and 2 of them were executed.

For one i suit the one so called hospital and its mental jail for the illegal proceedures and the loss of my

freedom.

After 2 years almost of waiting the case finally reached the court room at 14/2/22.Expand full comment
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Stone Petoskey Writes Getting Stoned Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Hell to the yeah Margaret!!

👊

 Thank YOU for speaking truth to power!!!

🔥💪💖
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Thumbnail Green Writes Oxymoron’s Substack Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Oh my god Margaret. The work in that article! I see the work. So much effort. You are a fucking soldier and

I am honoured to be on the field with you.

Next year my kids will be at school and I won’t have to spend si much of my work week at home broke. I

look forward to at least buying you the odd coffee.

Thank you
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Andrew N Writes The Illusion of Knowledge Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thank You Margaret, loved your use of De do do do, de da da da, the song has taken on a new meaning

when listening to the lyrics in relation to recent events.

Poets, priests and politicians

Have words to thank for their positions

Words that scream for your submission

And no one's jamming their transmission

'Cos when their eloquence escapes you

Their logic ties you up and rapes you
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EricStoner Writes EricStoner’s Newsletter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"And yet you’ll still listen to your priests and ridicule us for sounding evidence-based alarms when the

next crisis is unfurled and they promise you it’s “different” this time. This time, it really is “novel”! So you’d

better listen to them or else!"

And damn them for causing future reluctance when we balk at the real thing! They did this to themselves,

destroyed TRUST, and we will suffer the consequences someday.
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remoteviewer57 Writes remoteviewer57’s Newsletter Dec 7 · edited Dec 7

Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Yes You Amnesty Demanders Are The So Called "Elite" Kings & Queen's" Of Denial Regarding The

Fallout, Damage, Harm & Death You Have Directly Caused!

"I Was Just Following Orders" Does Not Pass Go Or "Get Out Of Jail Free" Card!

Treason & Crimes Against Humanity Carry A Great Toll, In Fact A Bell Toll's For Thee!

Prosecution Is Coming! We Will See This Through And We Are Coming For You With Earnest!

Sometimes Justice Takes Times But Your High Noon Is Coming!

NUREMBERG 2.0
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Jimmy Gleeson Writes Bare-Faced Plague Spreader Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I was with the singer until the very last line "please don't silence my truth."

Shouldn't it be "please don't silence "the" truth? These people obviously were harmed by the

vaccine...that isn't something that they identify with, but it's an empirical reality.
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Peter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

If I were your English professor: Homerun!!
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Leskunque Lepew Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Boris, thanks for the confession. Off to jail with you for several decades.
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SaHiB Dec 8 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

No need. He can donate all his vital organs.
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H8SBAD Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

This is very powerful. Thanks for reminding us.
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Tonya McKinney Writes Tonya’s Newsletter Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Excellent summary of what happened and exactly how I feel and what I know to be true. Thank you!!!
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Robin Lerner Writes Robin’s Substack Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

So well said. Thank you for your dedication and pursuit of truth and justice and accountability. There is no

forgiving and moving on without those things.
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Jason Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

I’d be satisfied with world leaders like Trudeau, Biden, Jacinda and similar being prohibited from ever

running for public office again and Gates, Fauci and Schwab swinging from a gallow’s pole.
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Swabbie Robbie Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Massive compilation WOW! I have seen much of this before but not in one place. Thanks for your work on

this.
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Avalanche Dec 7 · edited Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks (as always!) MAA! So on-point! (Or, on-pointe as it should be!) Esp the Bjorn-wildman -- he HITS

it so hard! I have been trying and trying to find a way BACK to my sisters.... both STILL refusing to take

precautions (despite one bro-in-law DYUING after a month of torture in the hospital (his doctors were

baffled!) ARGH!) My cousin just 'chucked me' again -- "I'm happy to hear news of your life, but stop

sending anything about covid." "Oh, and Naomi Wolf is a conspiracy theorist and not reliable!"

I WANT to send her harsh words.... but to what point? I am SO struggling trying to be kind and

understanding and .. HA! *I* am baffled at the blind stupidity of SO MANY PEOPLE!!! My sisters and I no

longer have conversations beyond being "reduced" to the weather, the new house going up next door,

what devices I've built the past week for my company.... But ALL the family I have on the planet are my

two sisters, their two sons, and ONE of the husbands still alive. ALL shotshotboosted.

Your gentle-firm writing help sooth my despair/anger. There IS no solution. There WILL be blood and fire,

because our ENEMIES (because this was not done by ... ha! MISTAKE!) WILL NOT given up/in -- and we

CANNOT!

An idea sparked by Bjorn-wildman came to me: whenever they say "amnesty, amnesty, forgive and

forget!" WE need to answer:

"You mean, like you forgave and forgot the Nazi guards?! Whom the jews (and our govt) are STILL hunting

and hounding and destroying when they're found?! HOW do your COVIDIAN people differ?!?! In WHAT

WAYS were your actions and vitriol DIFFERENT!?

"Do you remember the two (NOT-sick!!) teens who were forcibly thrown into a concentration camp (call it

what it IS!) in the Antipodes; who escaped -- and the police HUNTED THEM DOWN with guns and dogs!!

How do you see this different from EITHER slave-hunters in the early years of the U.S. OR Nazi's hunting

down escaped prisoners from THEIR concentration camps?! ANY difference? ANYTHING at ALL!?"

But, we are being TOO nice! TOO 'allowing' and not holding them to account! I know it's not EASY for us -

- but we need to start accosting mask wearers (and the g.d. govt flunkies calling for it again!). School

boards -- and TEACHERS -- need to be accosted and shamed. I think, I'll try to make up some "business"

cards with (few) words asking them consider HOW their actions differ from Nazi prison guards... Easy to

hand out, less likely to get punched in the mouth by over-reactive brainwashed fools.
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matt Arnold Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Four Leaf Clover Article This Morning, Thanks
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Michael Warden Writes World in Transition Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Good on you for persisting with the message Margaret. I have a feeling I'm only going to be one in a very

long line of people seconding you on this.
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Doug Leclair Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Wow!

Powerful and accurate!

You're an inspiration Margaret Anna Alice!

Thank you!

"This was calculated"

The truth is out!

Gino Triggiana has composed a great song!

"Bastards"

https://on.soundcloud.com/RNqQx
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Graphite Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

Thanks MAA... I love your work and the way you are able to summarise a great quantity of information in a

succinct and easy to read way. You give me great encouragement.
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Codex redux Dec 7

Excellent, but you need to find a better example than Franco and fascist Spain. The people he was

abusing included the communists, who were just as bad. In Spain, both sides committed horrific atrocities,

many of which were on people, like Billy the Kid, who had it coming.

So what could they do?

Amnesia was not the answer, but it was *an* answer

Please do not weaken your letter by conflating those of us who fought the regime of forced experimental

drug injections, lockdowns, and muzzling innocents with communists. The blood of their millions of

victims screams in outrage.
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 7 Author

I appreciate your point, Codex redux, but the political affiliation of the people protesting a dictatorial

regime, however unappealing, does not excuse decades of torturing, abducting, and murdering

opponents. The power differential between a totalitarian government and ordinary people speaking

out against its abuses automatically negates the equivalency.

Would you bin George Orwell because he fought on the side of the communists in the Spanish Civil

War? If you read “Homage to Catalonia,” you realize the dynamics are far more complex than just

fascist versus communist. Both are abhorrent, but in the case of Spain, fascism happened to win out;

it could have just as easily been the communists, and they would have undoubtedly committed their

own rap sheet of crimes against humanity. If they had followed the same trajectory and had fascist

protesters, the lessons of this post would be the same, and that certainly would not mean I am

conflating resisters to COVID tyranny with fascists, just as I am not conflating them with communists.

This post is not about political factions but about the poisonous effects of forgiving war criminals and

sweeping war crimes under the carpet like they never happened.

Spain is such a clear case study for this topic because they specifically instituted a Pact of Forgetting

followed by the 1977 Amnesty Law, and you can see the agonies of the victims and their grief-

stricken family members were compounded by the edict to remain silent about what they suffered.

I highly recommend watching “The Silence of Others” to observe the heartrending impact the failure

to achieve justice had on the entire country. I think the only place you may be able to watch it is

Netflix, unfortunately, but it’s worth signing up for a month to bear witness to the aftermath of

forgetting.
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Codex redux Dec 7

Gah.

I don't give two pins about so-called political affiliations. If you did not either you would not have

called it Fascist Spain.

I was describing an historical phenomenon: communist genocide, and your apparent ignorance

of the Spanish conflict. I have read Orwell, popular fiction like No Pasaran, and the records of

those tortured, raped, and murdered by the anti-fascists in that civil war.

You chose a terrible example. It undermined your whole claim that we were *not wannabe

totalitarian rapists* like the Covidians were.

The Covidians argued that we had it coming. Betcha plenty still think we do. The fact is that we

did not, any more than the Ukranians or the non-Communist Cambodians, or the Spainish

nationalists and traditional Catholics deserved their starvation, torture and murder.

If you want to use Franco, use his government as an example of what will happen to the

Covidians if their victims get the upper hand.
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Avalanche Dec 7 Liked by Margaret Anna Alice

"In Spain, both sides committed horrific atrocities"

In ALL WARS. ALWAYS. EVERYWHERE. atrocities are committed by both sides! Did you imagine it's

possible to have a WAR without them? Would you rather an entire list of EVERY war and "police

action" in the last 200 years? In which EVERY SIDE committed atrocities?

And as long as you keep looking "for this side was good and that side was bad" -- you are

PARTICIPATING in exactly what makes war! There is NO govt EVER that is not doing and being both

good and bad... and EVERY govt everywhere ALWAYS goes too far -- and one side or the other

rebels. Dja FORGET the commies burning down American cities and killing random people last

summer, was it? Do you believe for ONE SECOND there won't be equal or worse burning and killing

when we of the far-right FINALLY have had enough and END the commie destruction of this

country? You get the concept of the pendulum, right?
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Codex redux Dec 7

You are missing the point. MAA is specifically claiming that we, the anti-Covidians were Just

Like the people tortured by Billy the Whatsist enabled by Franco's regime.

We are not.

And, no, child. War is hell, but the the Holodomor, the Cambodian genocide were not, well, both

sides were bad! Any more than the anti-Covidians were.

Franco's Spain was a different animal entirely.

Anyone who knows anything - even a little bit - about that Spanish fight knows it has more in

common with the Anglo-Irish fight.

She's using a Hatfield/McCoy example and playing into the "well both sides were equally bad"

without knowing it.
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Avalanche Dec 7

I wrote nothing about "both sides were equally bad." I said both sides COMMITTED

ATROCITIES! This is always true -- unless maybe you define atrocities of different types

and levels as atrocious or not atrocious -- or do you have a class of 'maybe just a little

atrocious'?

NO side in war is without their atrocities. I DOUBT our kind hostess was claiming

specifically that ALL covidians were providing such torture as in a 'hot' war. Certainly too

many medical folks -- and the evil khazarian/call them what you will CREATORS and

implementers of this latest depopulation attempt -- WERE committing (different levels of?)

genocide across the planet.

"And, no, child"

Really? Aren't we just as supercilious as hell?
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Codex redux Dec 7

No, kiddo. Just really old. Antique even.
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Gary’S Dec 7

I’m sure that it’s only a matter of time before the good guys (whoever they are) defeat the tyrants, the

totalitarian pathocrats, the philanthropaths, and the sadistic & narcissistic & Machiavellian class of rulers.
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Avalanche Dec 7

And then they (WE!) become the same! Dyah not GET this is human life on this sin- and evil-filled

world?!
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Unapologetically Me Writes Just Another Canadian Dissident. Dec 7

Sure thing Gary... 

😉

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gary’S Dec 7

Even if the victims of this crime against humanity wanted justice from (the totally corrupt?) the judicial

system or vigilante justice or revenge, the victims are too powerless. If the people still have real power to

change what happened so that it doesn’t happen again, I’m blind to this power.
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Margaret Anna Alice Dec 7 · edited Dec 7 Author

Yes, and that’s exactly how they want us to be—99 percent of the population held in submission

merely by the force of hypnotic suggestion as Étienne de La Boétie describes in “The Politics of

Obedience: The Discourse of Voluntary Servitude”:

“It is incredible how as soon as a people becomes subject, it promptly falls into such complete

forgetfulness of its freedom that it can hardly be roused to the point of regaining it, obeying so easily

and so willingly that one is led to say, on beholding such a situation, that this people has not so much

lost its liberty as won its enslavement. It is true that in the beginning men submit under constraint

and by force; but those who come after them obey without regret and perform willingly what their

predecessors had done because they had to. This is why men born under the yoke and then

nourished and reared in slavery are content, without further effort, to live in their native circumstance,

unaware of any other state or right, and considering as quite natural the condition into which they

were born.”

Thanks the COVID tyranny, millions have been snapped out of their slumber, and that awakening is

contagious. The more people recognize that we merely have to withdraw our support from the rulers

for the facade of their dominion to collapse, the less power their invisible force field will have over us:

“You can deliver yourselves if you try, not by taking action, but merely by willing to be free. Resolve to

serve no more, and you are at once freed. I do not ask that you place hands upon the tyrant to topple

him over, but simply that you support him no longer; then you will behold him, like a great Colossus

whose pedestal has been pulled away, fall of his own weight and break into pieces.”

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/covid-is-over-if-you-want-it

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/profiles-in-courage-the-canadian

• https://margaretannaalice.substack.com/p/mistakes-were-not-made-one-poem-to
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